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1. Aberrations: If one analysess the difference in optical path between a test

ray and the chief ray from a curved surface, assuming the third order ap-
proximation (i.e sin θ ≈ θ − θ3/3, where θ is the angle of incidence) an
expression with five terms arises. Each of these terms represents one of the
Seidel aberrations.

(a) What are these aberrations individually called?

(b) Describe the distortion caused by four of the five aberrations, make
sketches if necessary.

2. CCDs

(a) Describe the layout and workings of a so called “three phase CCD”.

(b) Given the Poisson equation for a “buried channel CCD”
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where d is the thickness of the ‘glass’-layer, t is the thickness of the
n-doped layer and xp the depth that is depleted of free charge carriers.
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Sketch a graph of the depth x versus voltage V in the various CCD
layers (only a sketch, no detailed calculations are necessary!)

(c) Explain the imaging errors a CCD can introduce.

(d) How are these errors (and eventual errors from the telescope optics
or the atmosphere) corrected when reducing data from a CCD? Use
examples from your own reductions of Hinode and/or SST data.

3. Michelson’s stellar interferometer: Coherent light from a point source that
meet a plane containing two slits at a small angle of incidence α will inter-
fere, resulting in a diffraction pattern behind the slit given by.

FP (θ) ∝ {1 + cos [ka(θ − α)]}

(a) Explain how Michelson’s stellar interferometer can use this (these)
patterns to measure the distance between two point sources. Sketch
a figure of the apparatus and the interference pattern resulting from
two point sources.

(b) Assuming that a stars surface is evenly illuminated it can be shown
that the interference contrast will vary as

V = 2jinc(kaαr)

where k is the wave number of the light, a is the distance between slits
(or equivalently in Michelson’s case, between mirrors), αr is the steller
radius and jinc(ξ) ≡ J1(ξ)/ξ. Michelson found that the interference
pattern for the star Betelgeuse disappeared when a = 3 m at a wave-
length of λ = 570 nm. What is Betelgeuse radius in arcsec? (The first
zero J1(ξ) = 0 is at ξ ≈ 3.8317.)

(c) Interferometry is potentially a very powerful technique. Why has it not
seen more use in the visible part of the spectrum since introduced by
Michelson in the 1920’s? In this discussion include the importance of
the coherence length l = c/∆ν and the fundamental difference between
observations made in the visible and radio parts of the spectrum.

4. Quickies: Short answers to the following.

(a) What is the Bolometric magnitude?

(b) What is ‘blazing’?

(c) What are spectroscopic ‘ghosts’? And why do they arise?

(d) What is a Wolter telescope?

(e) Explain in a few sentences what a photometric system is.
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(f) What is a Hademard mask? What parts of the spectrum are they
used?

(g) How does a Fabry-Perot etalon work?

(h) What is Cherenkov radiation?
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